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A closer look

Dangerous curves ahead?
Tom Garretson – Minneapolis

A flat U.S. Treasury yield curve flattened further this week, falling to the lowest levels seen during an
economic expansion since 2005. But does a flat yield curve portend an economic slowdown, or are other
factors at play?

The yield curve, commonly measured as the yield difference
between the 10Y Treasury and the 2Y Treasury, has long been
seen as an economic growth barometer and as a key business
cycle indicator, with inversions often portending a U.S.
recession. Its track record isn’t perfect—no economic indicator
is—but a flattening curve is once again capturing headlines
and the concern of investors.
As the chart shows, the curve has flattened to just 66 basis
points (bps). The New York Fed’s model of recession risk within
12 months based on the flatness of the curve has risen to 10%,
the highest we have seen this cycle. The past three recessions
were led by inverted yield curves, and while we believe we
remain a long way off from an inverted curve, we think this
topic deserves all of the attention it has received recently.
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Every yield curve has a story to tell, and there has been no
shortage of market commentary over the past week looking
to tell the story of the flattest yield curve that we have seen
during an economic expansion since 2005, when the Fed was
in the midst of another monetary policy tightening cycle.

U.S. recession
New York Fed recession probability (right axis)
Yield curve: 10Y minus 2Y (left axis)
Source - RBC Wealth Management, Bloomberg; data as of 11/16/17

Yield curve drivers
Is this flattening yield curve a sign of the market’s growth
concerns with a 10Y yield of just 2.35%? Is it a sign that the
Fed is being too aggressive as the 2Y Treasury has added 40
bps in just two months, jumping to 1.70%? Is the yield curve
even relevant following all of the extraordinary measures put
in place by global central banks since the financial crisis that
may be suppressing yields? While central bank policies may
be muddying the waters, we still see the curve as a key signal
and representative of modest growth and low inflation risk,
mixed with a view that the Fed may be taking too aggressive of
a stance at the moment.
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Relative performance over past two flattening cycles

Regardless of what is driving a flatter yield curve, the
prescription is the same: the Fed will likely have to keep a light
hand on the rate hike throttle. With a yield curve spread of just
66 bps between 2Y and 10Y Treasuries, the cushion is roughly
just three 25 bps rate hikes before the Fed risks inverting the
curve—assuming the 10Y maintains current levels. With few
signs of overheating sectors in the economy and low inflation,
we think the Fed has room to be cautious and it will be a slow
rate hike pace rather than a higher 10Y that keeps the yield
curve steep over the near term.
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Stay the course—for now
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Source - RBC Wealth Management, Bloomberg; data through 11/14/17
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For now we think investors can maintain the playbook that has
worked to this point, but the yield curve remains an important
signal and merits all of the scrutiny that it is receiving.
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U.S. 10Y Treasury yield
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Diagnosis doesn’t matter, prescription is the same
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We would caution against looking to past Fed tightening
cycles to guide asset class performance going forward—there
simply haven’t been enough to draw statistically significant
conclusions from. But the lower chart shows relative
performance of major asset classes for the past two cycles.
We expect the current one to play out like the 1990s, when the
Fed raised rates quickly early in the decade, paused for nearly
three years as inflationary pressures eased, before resuming
hikes into the 2001 recession. Even as the curve flattens toward
0 bps, we would still expect equities to outperform bonds,
Financials to outperform the S&P 500, and for long duration to
modestly outperform short duration.
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We expect this dynamic to continue to play out with those two
factors offsetting each other to keep the 10Y yield range-bound
around current levels. This long trend of curve flattening
should continue, in our view, as Fed rate hikes continue at
a slow and steady pace, with little upside risk to growth and
inflation keeping a lid on 10Y yields below 3%.
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As the upper chart shows, the expected average short-term
rate priced into the 10Y has risen along with rate hikes. But
this has been almost completely offset by a decline in the term
premium, which is now negative—meaning that investors are
confident that short-term rates won’t rise faster or higher than
expected. A simple explanation would be that each rate hike
brings us one rate hike closer to the next rate cut.

Why the curve is flat: Decomposing the 10Y Treasury yield

Sep '15

Since the Fed began raising short-term rates in December 2015,
boosting short-term rates by 100 bps with another 25 bps hike
due in December, the U.S. 10Y Treasury has gained precisely …
5 bps. The New York Fed also maintains a model that breaks the
10Y down into two key components, the risk-neutral yield and
a term premium. The former is simply the expected average
of short-term rates over 10 years priced into the 10Y, while the
term premium is the compensation investors are receiving for
the risk that short-term rates could deviate from expectations.
While a purely academic exercise, it can be useful as a thought
exercise when trying to understand yield curve dynamics.

Equities

April '05 to February '06

Periods when yield curve (10Y yield minus 2Y yield)
flattened from 65 bps to 0 bps
Source - RBC Wealth Management, Bloomberg; data as of 11/16/17
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B-rated credits lead the high-yield selloff

United States

• Equity markets have also taken notice of the flatter yield
curve, with the S&P 500 pulling back 1.2% as concerns
mounted, but later bouncing back on positive corporate
news and passage of tax cut legislation in the House of
Representatives. While changes in the yield curve should
be monitored closely, our analysis of historical data shows
that equities can continue to provide positive returns in
a flattening yield curve environment, especially when the
flattening is not accompanied by elevated recession risks.
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• While bonds are noticeably down across the market, the
extent of the selloff appears to be skewed toward a few
specific corners. B-rated credits have seen the brunt of
the selling pressure, where spreads have widened out
55 bps vs. 40 for CCC credits and 30 for BB credits. The
largest underperformers were B-rated Telecom credits—
by and large the worst-performing sector with spreads
23% wider over the last three weeks relative to just 12%
for the average sector ex-Telecom. With this skewness in
mind, we maintain our Underweight recommendation
on high yield, where yields are still 100 bps lower than the
5-year average, while credits rated BBB and better look
historically attractive.

BB index

Oct 20 '17

• High-yield bonds have sold off in 12 of the last 16 days,
according to the Bloomberg Barclays High Yield Index,
with spreads widening as much as 42 basis points (bps)
in the last three weeks. A litany of factors has roiled
the riskiest corner of the market, including a string of
poor earnings reports and rating downgrades, recession
concerns, and disputes over tax reform. The high-yield
market has already had its worst month of the year,
returning -1.31%, wiping out the prior two months’
returns.

% Net spread change (1-month)

Bill Kuehn & Sam Renikoff – Minneapolis
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Source - RBC Wealth Management, Bloomberg; data through 11/15/17

• The recent weakness in the high-yield market has paid
off for investors who upgraded quality earlier this year, and
we continue to think this is a strategy that can improve
relative performance for Canadian fixed income investors.
The move higher in rates since early June means that
high-quality credit has been paying progressively higher
yields and, despite the recent selloff in lower-rated bonds,
the yield pick-up to own a riskier bond remains near the
lowest level in nearly a decade. One of the easiest trades
investors can look at to upgrade quality is actually in their
government bond holdings, where lower-rated provincial
bonds can be swapped into higher-rated federal bonds.
• The TSX Preferred Share Index rose to a fresh year-todate high during the week, and is trading at its highest
level since July 2015. The preferred share market has been
resilient despite an 8 basis point decline in the 5-year
Government of Canada yield over the past month. We
continue to favour a mix of heavily discounted rate resets,
perpetual issues, and rate resets with large reset spreads.

Diana Di Luca – Toronto
• Bank of Canada (BoC) Senior Deputy Governor Carolyn
Wilkins, speaking in New York on November 15, reiterated
the most recent BoC message—monetary policy changes
(e.g., rate increases) will likely be slow and gradual. Wilkins
also discussed NAFTA’s impact on business investment
and said that the uncertainty surrounding NAFTA is clearly
affecting businesses and potential investment decisions.
Interest rate expectations have been unchanged following
her comments, with the market pricing in an approximate
40% chance the next hike will occur in January and an
April hike is fully priced in.
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Europe
Frédérique Carrier & Thomas McGarrity – London
• The STOXX Europe 600 Index was down some 2% during
the week, as investors looked to lock in gains after a
strong performance year to date. This profit-taking streak
has been the longest since autumn 2016, and mining and
energy in particular bore the brunt of the move, as they
responded to weaker-than-expected growth in China and
lower energy prices, respectively.
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• The U.K. Consumer Price Index came in slightly below
consensus expectations and core annual inflation
remained stable at 2.7% y/y, a level that has been
maintained for three consecutive months. Clients who
follow housing prices in the U.K. will have noticed that
the Rightmove House Price Index suggests a 1.8% y/y
increase in November at the national level, but a 2.4% y/y
fall in London, the third consecutive month prices have
fallen.

Asia Pacific

• The stock of AIA Group (1299 HK), one of Asia’s largest
life insurance companies, jumped higher in Hong Kong
on news that China will relax the limits on foreign
ownership in various areas of financial services. For
life insurance companies, the ownership limit of foreign
companies in China will be lifted to 51% from 50% in
three years, thereby giving foreign firms the potential to
have a controlling interest. The restriction will be entirely
lifted after five years. No such foreign ownership limit is in
place for foreign non-life insurance companies operating
in China. Ironically, AIA Group is the only foreign life
insurance company that is currently allowed to wholly
own its China unit as a result of negotiations when China
joined the WTO in 2001.

Government intervention and rising yields cool Chinese
housing market
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Jay Roberts – Hong Kong
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• Chinese markets wobbled in midweek on concerns of
deleveraging in the country, with the 10-year government
bond yield going over 4% for the first time in three
years. Ripples were also felt in commodity markets.
Economic data, such as industrial production, was also a
little weaker in October. The value of new home sales in
China in October declined by 3.4% to RMB 909B ($137B),
the largest drop in nearly three years. Measures to
cool property markets in localities with excessive price
appreciation have been in place for quite a while.

20%

• Any further softness in Chinese economic data would
likely present a headwind for Asian equities, which have
performed extremely well in 2017.
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• In the U.K., the September unemployment rate held
steady at 4.3%, the lowest level in more than 40 years.
Average weekly earnings remained relatively subdued at
2.2% y/y. RBC economists pointed to an actual fall in
employment in the three months to September relative
to the previous three months. 14,000 jobs were lost in
Q3, the worst loss since 2015. While they caution against
reading too much into one data point, it is, nevertheless,
something to watch carefully.

Sep '16

• Good macroeconomic news continued to roll in from
Europe, with German Q3 GDP exceeding consensus
expectations at 0.8% q/q and 2.8% y/y, while in Italy GDP
reached 0.5% q/q and 1.8% y/y. In both instances, these
annual growth levels have not been seen since 2011.
Overall eurozone Q3 GDP rose 2.5% y/y, with inflation
stable at 1.4% y/y in October.

• Chinese internet giant Tencent (700 HK) posted yet
another set of quarterly results that beat expectations.
Tencent, which dominates in China in areas such as
messaging, social networking, and online gaming, posted
Q3 revenue growth of 61% y/y to RMB 65.2B ($9.83B),
above forecast and boosted by the extremely popular game
Honour of Kings. Net income of RMB 18B ($2.71B) rose
by 69% y/y (forecast: RMB 15.8B). The stock gained 2.3%
in Hong Kong. The relatively small gain in the stock in
spite of the supercharged growth rates is a reflection of
the fact that it had already doubled in value in 2017 to
become one of the world’s largest internet companies by
market capitalization.

Sep '15

• Equities also took their cue from fixed income where
high-yield spreads backed up. In Europe, we had
highlighted for a while that high-yield spreads did not
reflect underlying risk. The recent widening of high-yield
spreads has made valuations slightly more attractive;
however, these spreads remain at historically tight levels.

New home sales value (left axis)
China 10Y yield (right axis)
Source - RBC Wealth Management, Bloomberg; data through 11/16/17
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M A R K ET S C O R E C A R D
Data as of November 16, 2017
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0.8922
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6,736.25
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EUR/CHF
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8.4%
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Source - Bloomberg. Note: Equity returns do not include dividends, except for the German DAX and Brazilian Ibovespa. Bond yields in local currencies. Copper
Index data and U.S. fixed income returns as of Wednesday’s close. Dollar Index measures USD vs. six major currencies. Currency rates reflect market convention
(CAD/USD is the exception). Currency returns quoted in terms of the first currency in each pairing. Data as of 8:36 pm GMT 11/16/17.
Examples of how to interpret currency data: CAD/USD 0.78 means 1 Canadian dollar will buy 0.78 U.S. dollar. CAD/USD 5.4% return means the Canadian dollar
rose 5.4% vs. the U.S. dollar year to date. USD/JPY 113.03 means 1 U.S. dollar will buy 113.03 yen. USD/JPY -3.4% return means the U.S. dollar fell 3.4% vs. the
yen year to date.
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